Modern Languages Department -- Program Review (2017)
Faculty of Language, Literature and Performing Arts

Recommendations
MODL Program
Key Recommendations
1- Create new courses and update curriculum
Articulate new mandate/vision for the MODL Department
Bring in a facilitator to guide faculty through visioning exercise to support the
revision of the Department’s mandate
Identify faculty expertise gaps and PD needs
Develop proposal for new courses
Renumber intermediate and advanced French courses
Replace the current second-year fifth Spanish level (MODL 2351) with
advanced third-year courses (MODL 3351 and MODL 3352)
Create new courses for the upcoming Associate of Arts in Asian Studies,
especially courses for heritage speakers in Chinese and Japanese, as well as
upper-level courses in both languages
Pilot multi-level courses at the upper-level for some of the languages (start with
French?)
Revise current course scheduling model to allow for more summer and evening
offerings
Analyze the pedagogical repercussions of developing new delivery modes for
MODL courses; pilot depending on results.
2- Improve pathways
Check with receiving institutions to guarantee adequate third- and fourth-year
transferability of French advanced courses once they get renumbered
Check with receiving institutions to guarantee third-year transferability for the
new Spanish advanced courses, MODL 3351 and MODL 3352
Discontinue Certificate in Modern Languages and promote the emphasis in
MODL within the Associate of Arts Degree
3- Improve recruitment and enrolment
Work with the Office for New Students to attract more students to MODL
courses
Create a rack card that promotes MODL courses and highlights the SFUDouglas degree program
Identify ways to increase student retention from one level to the next one
4- Improve student educational experience
Re-ignite the Japanese Bilingual Institute
Maintain the Japanese Bilingual Institute
Strengthen relationships with Douglas International to find ways to involve
MODL students in international activities
Work with the library to diversify learning resources available in each language
Establish communication with other Faculties to explore interdisciplinary
collaborative projects
Explore the possibility of creating language clubs, and pilot a language club
project in the Fall 2017
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MODL External Review
Dr. Catherine Black, Department of French, SFU
15th March 2017
RECOMMENDATIONS (A SUMMARY)
The following are in line with the MODL recommendations (p. 6 of the self-study report}.
a. The most important one in my opinion is the reduction of the gap that exists between
the post-secondary institutions and MODL (mostly in French}. There should be some
discussions between the various units to see how Douglas transfer students can do
better at these institutions.
b. Create four courses in Italian (Basic I and II and Intermediate I and II} so students can
transfer to SFU or another university directly to the 300 and 400 levels.
c. Provide faculty with more funding to attend conferences for professional development
and for keeping abreast of what is happening in the world of teaching and learning.
Encourage faculty to think outside of the box to deliver exciting courses with new
approaches, such as flipped classes, hybrid classes and active learning classes.
d. Change the names of the more advanced courses in all languages to make them more
appealing and enticing.
e. Revive and modify the Certificate in Modern Languages. It could be called the
Certificate in Languages and Cultures; create culture courses that could be part of that
Certificate. The possibilities are endless.
f. Consider offering some language for business courses.

CONCLUSION
Douglas College has been re-branding successfully. It is an exciting time and I believe that
MODL can do the same. When I met the faculty as a group, I asked two questions:

1. What is the orientation or purpose of your department?
2. What makes your department unique?
I think these questions are important for the future of the department. Language departments
across the country are trying to diversify their teaching and offer unique programs to their
students. Run-of-the-mill programs are of the past. The purpose of the department is already in
alignment with the Douglas College Strategic Plan: "to provide the academic foundations of a
university with the employer-ready skills of a college." To be unique and provide "educational
experiences that challenge, enlighten, and open doors to lives of passion and purpose" as
Douglas College Strategic Plan suggests, the MODL Department could explore new ways of
teaching. Faculty should take every opportunity to seek out workshops, professional
development opportunities, and language teaching conferences that will help them rethink
their teaching, that will give them new ideas to experiment with new formats, and to network
with colleagues around BC, Canada and the world.
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Vice-:e�mic and Provost

Office of the VPA (2016)

Examine phenomenon noted by ER re: knowledge gap in students
transferring French credits to SFU (see ER, p. 9); adapt content and/or
increase rigour of French courses if/as required
Consider a department-level, facilitated workshop on Learning
Outcomes, as follow-up to vision exercise (see ER, p. 6)
Create/enhance departmental culture of regular sharing of individual
PD; consider robust annual attendance at key relevant conferences in
language instruction (see ER's list, p. 5), to ensure vitality and currency
of department as a whole
Follow up urgently to improve transferability of third- and fourth-year
courses in French and Spanish (see BC Transfer Guide; and take into
account ER's concerns re: titles [p. 7])
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